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ABSTRACT

We develop techniques for measuring the amount of anonymity provided by anonymity

systems in the aftermath of attacks. Anonymity systems are special systems that enable

their users to carry out anonymous communication over the Internet. Our measurement

techniques help compare the quality or effectiveness of different anonymity systems, or even

strengths of different attacks. We consider two types of attacks on anonymity systems,

namely infeasibility and probabilistic attacks, and develop a canonical attack mapping to

show that the latter is a generalization of the former. We also expand the system models

underlying existing methods by including in our study emerging system features, such as data

caching, message multiplicities, and their combined effects on anonymity. Our resulting

framework can be used as a basis for developing anonymity metrics for next-generation

anonymity systems.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Internet is built for connectivity, so that people around most part of the world

are connected and can request and serve information with ease. In this connected network,

Internet Protocol (IP) addresses serve like real world mailing addresses for delivering network

messages. IP addresses are also used to locate and identify users, computers and other kinds

of hosts on the Internet.

Anonymous Communication Systems, or Anonymity Systems, are special computer

networks that provide online anonymity to network users. They are built on top of the

Internet, utilizing the Internet’s connectivity while masking end hosts’ IP addresses. From

the network message flow’s perspective, an anonymity system performs like a proxy sitting

in the middle between senders and receivers, delegating their IP addresses so that their real

IP addresses are not revealed to the other communication party. Many sensitive applica-

tion scenarios such as online voting, job or partner seeking, demand online anonymity and

anonymity systems.

The notation of online anonymity is proposed by David Chaum in his pioneering

work named Untracebale electronic mail, return addresses, and digital pseudonyms [1]. His

work provides the prototype of Mix-node, which serves as the fundamental building block

for current in-use anonymity systems such as Tor [2] and Riffle [3]. Briefly speaking, a Mix-

node takes in several network messages from different senders, changes IP addresses of input

messages and sends them out to receivers. Anonymity is thus provided to all users since

their identities (IP addresses) in their original messages are hidden away by the Mix-node.

Outside observers, or attackers with the ability of observing and sniffing network messages,

cannot link a sender to a receiver since network messages no longer carry the real sender IP

addresses.

As the title of this dissertation suggests, our work mainly focuses on measuring
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anonymity. It is an important research branch of online anonymity. Measuring anonymity is

in direct connections with anonymity systems, various attacking methods and new emerging

features of anonymity systems. The measuring result, degree of anonymity, provides a quan-

titative guidance of how much anonymity is still left on systems after various attacks. The

measuring result can be applied to anonymity system comparisons, system improvements

against attacks, user guidance suggestion and more.

1.1 Motivation

As measuring anonymity provides much information, deriving accurate metrics is non-

trivial. An accurate metric needs to preciously reflect the unit of measurement of anonymity

(or, anonymous quantity) from the anonymity system, and it needs to thoroughly consider

the aftermath caused by attacks. Some early work piloted the research, such as Chaum in

[4] and Kesdogan et al. in [5], while their metrics have limited reflection on the degree of

anonymity. More recent work such as Edman et al. [6] and Gierlichs et al. [7] have proposed

system-wide metrics with the consideration of anonymity system and attacks, while we find

these metrics either miss accuracy or have limited consideration of the attack aftermath.

Given the importance of anonymity measurement, we decide to proceed along the

metric research direction to have accurate metrics proposed. Our proposed metrics treat

the uniqueness of different system and attack combination by using different anonymous

quantities. For example, the number of feasible perfect matchings is used when measuring

systems under infeasibility attacks, and the evenness of distribution of perfect matchings is

employed for systems under probabilistic attacks.

During our study of existing anonymity metrics, we also find some worthy questions

as listed below:

• Is the class of probabilistic attack a generalization of the class of infeasibility attack?

• What are the effects of emerging features (such as data caching and message multi-

plicities) on measuring anonymity?
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• How can we embed quality considerations, such as the correctness of edges, into our

quantitative metrics?

Answers to these questions are of importance to proposing proper metrics. We record the

exploration of these questions in Chapter 3, and provide a brief summary in Chapter 4.

1.2 Existing Metrics For Anonymity Systems

The early work of measuring anonymity mainly provides some indicators as the mea-

surement. For example, Chaum in [4] tracks the number of input messages that could be a

specific output message as the indicator. Reiter and Rubin in [8] use the probability 1 − p

as the degree of anonymity, where p is the probability of an anonymity system user being an

initiator of a specific communication.

Some influential work measures the degree from the information theory perspective,

such as Serjantov et al. in [9] and Diaz et al. in [10]. Their metrics apply the Shannon

Entropy over the probability distribution of all candidates and have the following format:

S = −
n∑
u=1

pu log2(pu),

where pu is the probability of the user u being the sender/receiver of a particular message,

and n is the number of total users. Tóth et al. in [11] provide analysis over these entropy

based metrics, and Clauß and Schiffner in [12] apply Rényi entropy to measuring anonymity.

Bagai and Jiang in [13] create a graphical framework in which all above metrics are embedded,

and propose a comprehensive usage of certain infinite profiles of the distribution for a more

accurate measurement of anonymity.

Edman et al. in [6] measure the degree of anonymity from the system-wide perspective.

Their metrics consider every input and output message and count the number of perfect

matchings on the system. We find their metric for system under infeasibility attack sound,

while the metric for system under probabilistic attack inaccurate. We make an accurate

metric for this scenario and have it published in [14].
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Bagai and Tang in [15] propose a metric for cache enhanced anonymity systems under

infeasibility attacks. Data caching, as a new feature proposed to anonymity systems, brings

enhancement on anonymity. Two mathematical theorems have been proved in the work to

support the claim that the data caching on anonymity systems enhances user anonymity.

Bagai et al. in [16] develop a metric for anonymity systems under infeasibility attacks

with message multiplicities. Message multiplicity is a feature on anonymity systems that

could leak extra information to potential attackers. This work extends the metric by Gierlichs

et al. [7] to a wider range and thus it is more applicable to anonymity systems. A metric for

the same kind of systems under probabilistic attacks is proposed by Bagai et al. in [17].

Rebollo-Monedero et al. in [18] give an theoretical framework on measuring privacy.

The framework is built upon fundamental results related to the information theory and

Bayes decision. In the work they also provide a good survey over some anonymity metrics

and provide suitable extensions for different applications such as location based services and

vehicular networks.

Almasizadeh and Abdollahi Azgomi in [19] perform some analysis over the models

of anonymous communication systems. They quantify the loss of anonymity by modeling

the anonymity system as a probabilistic model, and consider the effect of different routing

policies and strategies.

Wagner and Eckhoff in [20] systematically study the privacy metric problem, and

publish a survey that goes beyond anonymity systems. Their work includes metrics for

communication systems, databases, location based services, smart metering, social networks

and genome privacy. They provide insights on selecting metrics to adapt given scenarios,

and point out some topics where additional metrics are needed.

1.3 Work Description

From the study of the existing work, we spot the need of modeling anonymity sys-

tems differently, especially for the systems with emerging features. From the system-wide

perspective, a regular anonymity system can be modeled into a bipartite graph, as the model
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in [6]. To handle the emerging features, we consider four different types of models, as listed

below:

• Model for regular anonymity systems, which can be represented as a bipartite graph

with two vertex sets of the same size. Figure 2.1 represents an example of such model.

• Model for cache enhanced anonymity systems. When modeling into a bipartite graph,

the two vertex sets will in general have different sizes. Figure 2.5 represents an example

of such model.

• Model for anonymity systems with message multiplicities. Messages from/to the same

user should be marked in a same group on the bipartite graph. Figure 2.8 represents

an example of such model.

• The combined model. That is, model for cache enhanced anonymity systems with

message multiplicities. Figure 3.6 represents an example of such model.

In order to consider the aftermath of performed attacks on anonymity systems, metrics

of anonymity systems need to consider the type of attack performed. We consider two popular

types of attacks, namely:

• The class of infeasibility attack. This kind of attack clearly marks whether a link-

age between an input message and an output message is feasible or not. Figure 2.2

represents an example of such attack.

• The class of probabilistic attack. This kind of attack assigns a probability to a linkage

between an input and an output message, indicating how possible the input message

is the output one. Figure 2.3 represents an example of such attack.

Both types of attacks can be performed on all four models of anonymity systems, thus

forming eight different scenarios and requiring eight different metrics in total. Metrics for

some scenarios, such as the metric for regular systems after infeasibility attacks, have been

covered in existing work. In our work we mainly propose metrics for the following scenarios:
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• Measuring system-wide anonymity for regular anonymity systems after probabilistic

attacks (Section 3.1),

• Measuring system-wide anonymity for cache enhanced systems after infeasibility at-

tacks with message multiplicities (Section 3.2),

• Measuring system-wide anonymity for cache enhanced systems after probabilistic at-

tacks (Section 3.3).

Each scenario has different system models and/or different attacking methods to consider.

Thus, measuring metrics vary significantly and may not be substituted by others. We try to

keep each work describing section self-contained, while some examples are cross-referenced.

Our metrics combined provide a framework that would be suitable for future metrics of

anonymity.

1.4 Dissertation Structure

The structure of this dissertation is organized in a straightforward way. We present

literature review in Chapter 2, covering existing metrics for four different system/attack

scenarios. We acknowledge their importance and point out the missed accuracy. Our metrics

are presented in Chapter 3. These metrics provide accurate anonymity measuring for three

different system/attack scenarios. The whole process of development for each metric is

thoroughly described in that chapter. Last but not least, we present conclusions, challenges

and future directions in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Anonymity metrics can be roughly divided into two categories according to their

measuring perspectives. Some work measures anonymity from a single message’s point of

view, focusing on how well the message is blended into the input or output message set.

Such work can be found in Serjantov and Danezis in [9] and Diaz et al. in [10]. Metrics

in the other category zoom out to the system-wide perspective and measure the degree of

anonymity for the whole system, as the work by Edman et al. in [6], Bagai and Tang in

[15] and Bagai et al. in [16]. Although metrics in different categories vary a lot in format

and anonymous quantity, they may both utilize some commonly accepted techniques such

as Shannon Entropy [21] to measure the total information amount.

All of our metrics are system-wide, i.e. they measure the degree of anonymity for whole

anonymity systems. Thus in this chapter, we present detailed reviews on other system-wide

metrics. We review their system models along with attacks performed on them, anonymity

system users and related input/output message sets.

2.1 Edman: A Combinatorial Approach to Measuring Anonymity

Edman, Sivrikaya and Yener in [6] measure the degree of anonymity from the system-

wide perspective. They utilize the matrix permanent as the main component in their metrics

for the degree of anonymity, where the matrix is generated by an attack performed on an

anonymity system. Two kinds of attacks, namely the infeasibility attack and the probabilistic

attack, are introduced and exemplified. Different kinds of attack result different types of

matrices, thus Edman et al. compose two metrics in their work, one for each kind of attack.

Although their metric for infeasibility attacks well catches the anonymous quantity, we find

that their metric for probabilistic attacks does not accurately measure the anonymity, as
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(a) (c)(b)

Figure 2.1: (a) System Model (b) Bipartite Graph and (c) Some Perfect Matchings

it misses the correct anonymous quantity after a probabilistic attack. We make a major

improvement on this point, catching the right quantity and present our work in [14].

In our review for this work, we put emphasis on how the anonymity system is modeled,

and the chosen anonymous quantity used in both metrics. Examples of two kinds of attacks

are given along with the two types of matrices.

2.1.1 A system-wide anonymity system model and perfect matchings

The model used by Edman et al. is commonly used in research literature: a black box

modeling an anonymity system, along with input messages connected on the left and output

messages on the right. Message’s departure/arrival events are observable to network global

observers, while anonymity system’s inner details such as how input messages are transformed

into output messages are not observable to the outside. Figure 2.1 (a) illustrates a system

model with the real message linkage represented in dash lines.

Attackers are not directly shown as any entities in Figure 2.1 (a), though it is still

important and necessary to describe their related attributes. Attackers are considered to

be global and passive, meaning they can observe all network messages from senders to the

anonymity system, and messages from the system to receivers. In order to change message

bit-patterns and to conceal message contents, modern anonymity systems such as Tor [2]
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perform some cryptographic operations on all messages to prevent attackers from trivially

linking an input message to an output one.

Since attackers are presumed to be passive, we do not consider the case that any at-

tacker pretends to be a sender to inject malicious network traffic messages into the anonymity

system. Nor do we consider the case that any network messages are modified by attackers

in the middle of the wire. In all, attackers can be described as system-wide eavesdroppers.

A bipartite graph G = (S, T,E) is a mathematical representation of the anonymous

system model, as shown in Figure 2.1 (b). In this graph, the vertex set S represents the

set of all input messages and the other vertex set T is for the set of all output messages. A

correspondence between an input message and an output message is captured as an edge,

and E represents the set of all edges. E would contain all possible edges from S to T when

the anonymity system is not attacked by any attackers, and the number of edges in E would

decrease if any effective attack is performed.

The edge set E also shows the effort rendered by the anonymity system: by introduc-

ing possible correspondences between input and output messages, the real communication

correspondence pattern is hidden within all possible patterns provided by the anonymity

system. On the other side, attackers will try to eliminate or damage as many introduced

edges as possible, using extra information gained from observations. This can be used to

explain why some early stage metrics on anonymity system uses number of edges as the

indicator of the degree of anonymity. However, this indicator will not suffice for system-wide

measuring.

To measure the system-wide anonymity, we need to use the perfect matching as the

anonymous quantity. A perfect matching is an edge set that contains all vertices from S and

T , where each vertex is connected by one and only one edge. It is also known as 1-factor

matching, which matches all vertices of the graph with exactly one edge. In other words,

in a perfect matching each input message is linked to one and only one output message and

vice versa. Figure 2.1 (c) shows some examples of perfect matchings.
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Perfect matchings are chosen as the system-wide anonymous quantity for a reason:

a perfect matching has all messages and their edges and thus it represent a communication

pattern. The true communication pattern is the perfect matching that attackers want most,

while the anonymous system just provides so many possible ones so that the true one is

hidden among them. Later we show that not every perfect matching is equally likely and we

need to consider other attributes on perfect matchings to reflect its likelihood.

For a bipartite graph G = (S, T,E), when |S| = |T | = n, there are at most n! perfect

matchings. That is, there can be n! perfect matchings between n input messages and n

output messages.

2.1.2 Two kinds of attacks and the matrix permanent

Edman et al. demonstrate two kinds of attacks that can be performed on anonymous

systems, namely infeasibility attacks and probabilistic attacks. Both kinds aim to depreciate

the anonymity coverage provided by anonymity systems, though they represent attacking

results in different ways: the former one draws conclusion on whether some linkages between

input and output messages are feasible, while the latter one gives a probability on how

possible each linkage is. The feasibility information of all linkages is stored in a biadjacency

matrix, and the probability information is stored in a probabilistic matrix.

For the class of infeasibility attacks, Edman et al. give an example of attackers mon-

itoring messages’ arrival/departure events. Attackers have the ability to record the time

when an input message arrives at the system, as well as the time when an output message

leaves the system. Having time stamps of these events, attackers explore other publicly

available information provided by (or, observed from) the anonymity system, such as the

system’s the minimum processing delay time and maximum holding delay time, to rule out

impossible linkages between input and output messages. For example, if a message arrives

at the system at time unit 2, and the system will at most delay the message for 4 time units,

then a message leaves at time unit 7 cannot be the input message.

Figure 2.2 (a) shows an example of infeasibility attack. Assume the range of time
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(a) (b)

Entry 
times

Exit
times

s1 = 1 t1 = 4

s2 = 2 t2 = 5

s3 = 4 t3 = 7

s4 = 5 t4 = 8

s1 t1

s2

s3

s4

t2

t3

t4

t1 t2 t3 t4

s1 1 1 0 0

s2 1 1 0 0

s3 0 1 1 1

s4 0 0 1 1

(c)

Figure 2.2: (a) Message entry and exit times observed by attack. (b) Bipartite graph resulted
from attack and (c) Biadjacency matrix of this graph

delay introduced by the anonymity system is within 1 and 4 (both inclusive). Then attackers

can combine this time range with all observed message arrival/departure event times to derive

the bipartite graph G = (S, T,E), as shown in Figure 2.2 (b). Note that comparing this

bipartite graph to the complete one of same size (such as Figure 2.1 (b)), several edges

are deleted (for example, the edge from s1 to t4) in this bipartite graph since these edges

have been marked as infeasible, due to their time difference (t4 − s1 = 8 − 1 = 7) does

not fit into system’s time delay range (1 through 4). Ruling out an edge also rules out all

perfect matchings containing this edge, thus reducing possible cover patterns provided by

the anonymity system.

Figure 2.2 (c) is a matrix M representing the bipartite graph in (b). Each row of

matrix M represents an input message, and each column for an output one. We call it

biadjacency matrix and an entry in this matrix, mij, represents whether the linkage between

input message i and output message j is feasible (represented by 1) or infeasible (represented

by 0).

Rather than marking the infeasibility information on each edge, the class of proba-

bilistic attacks assigns a probability to each edge. A probability of 0 means the edge is totally

infeasible, and the probability of 1 ensures that the edge belongs to the true communication

pattern. Any values between 0 and 1 indicate the edge is possible, and the attacker is that

probability certain that the edge belongs to the true communication pattern.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Attackers observe the traffic and assign probabilities to each input/output
linkage. (b) Doubly-stochastic matrix used to store probabilities.

Figure 2.3 (a) shows a probabilistic attack performed on an anonymity system. The

system is composed of two regular Mix-nodes, and it takes in 4 input messages and the same

amount of output messages. Note that the inner details within a Mix-node of the anonymity

system is still not observable to attackers, while attackers can observe the traffic between

Mix-nodes. Attackers observe network messages and assign probabilities for each linkage

between input and output messages. All edges can be assigned with a probability, and we

use the probability (or, doubly-stochastic) matrix P to represent all, as shown in Figure 2.3

(b).

Like in matrix M , each row in the probability matrix P represents an input message

and each column for an output message. The entry Pij represents the probability of the

input message i being the output message j. Thus, each row sum in P is the summation

of probabilities of input message i being the output message 1, 2, . . . , n. Since every input

message eventually exists the anonymity system, we have each row sum equals to 1, i.e. it

must be one of the output message. Same reasoning can be applied to each column sum and

we have each column sum equals to 1. Based on these two properties about summation, the

probability matrix P is a doubly-stochastic matrix.

Biadjacency matrices and probability matrices resulted from attacks are square ma-

trices, since we have same number of input and output messages. For square matrices, we

can calculate the permanent of matrix directly by applying the permanent definition. The
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permanent of any n× n real number matrix M = [mij] is defined as:

per(M) =
∑
π∈Sn

m1π(1)m2π(2) · · ·mnπ(n),

where Sn is the set of all permutations of the set {1, 2, . . . , n}.

The matrix permanent can be calculated in the same way on both biadjacency ma-

trices and probability matrices. It will serve an important role in both metrics proposed by

Edman et al., as we will show in Section 2.1.3. In a biadjacency matrix where all elements

are either 1 or 0, the permanent has an important character: it equals to the number of per-

fect matchings in the underlying bipartite graph. However, the permanent of a probability

matrix does not equal to the number of perfect matchings, as we will discuss in Section 3.1.

2.1.3 Edman’s metrics

Edman et al. propose two metrics in their work [6], one for systems after infeasibility

attacks and the other for systems after probabilistic attack. Both metrics utilize the perma-

nent of the attack resulted matrix, and we present the metric for systems after infeasibility

attack first:

d(A) =

 0 if n = 1,

log(per(A))
log(n!)

otherwise.
(2.1)

where A is the n × n biadjacency matrix resulted from an infeasibility attack, and per(A)

represents the permanent of matrix A.

In the metric d(A), the meaning of the first equation (when n = 1) is straightfor-

ward: there is no anonymity when the anonymity system is taking in and outputting only

one message. In this scenario, the underlying bipartite graph has only one trivial perfect

matching which is the true communication pattern.

In general it will be the second equation to be applied to measuring anonymity.

It is for the case when there are multiple input/output messages. As stated before, the

number of perfect matchings in the underlying bipartite graph equals to the permanent of

the biadjacency matrix, thus per(A) appears on the equation’s numerator to reflect how

many perfect matchings are left after attack.
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In the denominator of the second equation, n! reflects the maximum permanent value

for an n × n biadjacency matrix. It also means the full anonymity, where the underlying

bipartite graph is the n×n complete bipartite graph and has n! perfect matchings inside it.

Thus, the second equation in d(·) compares the number of perfect matchings after attack to

the maximum number of perfect matchings as the degree of anonymity.

The range of d(·) is between 0 and 1, inclusive. When the system has only one perfect

matching, the degree of anonymity is 0, indicating there is no anonymity. When the system

has the maximum number of perfect matchings, the degree of anonymity is 1, indicating

full anonymity. Any somehow effective attack would result the degree of anonymity landing

between 0 and 1, indicating some anonymity. By using the metric d(·), the example we

present in Figure 2.2 has degree of anonymity log(4) / log(24) ≈ 0.436.

Edman et al. propose the metric for anonymity systems after probabilistic attacks as:

D(P ) =

 0 if n = 1,

log(per(P ))
log(n!/nn)

otherwise.
(2.2)

where P is an n×n doubly-stochastic matrix resulted from a probabilistic attack, and again

per(P ) calculates its permanent. It shares the same two-equation structure with d(·), and

when n = 1, the metric measures no anonymity.

The second equation in D(·) measures the degree of anonymity when there are mul-

tiple input/output messages. The numerator has the permanent of metric P . However, in

doubly-stochastic matrix P , its permanent does not equal to number of perfect matchings

in general. The equality is achieved if there is only one element equals to 1 in each row and

each column with rest elements all 0.

Contrary to d(·), the denominator of the second equation in D(·) still reflects the full

anonymity, but it is the minimum permanent that an n × n doubly-stochastic matrix can

arrive, which is n!/nn. The minimum permanent is reached when each element in P equals

to 1/n, as stated in [22]. In the scenario of anonymous systems, each output message is
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Figure 2.4: Ranges of permanent: For an n× n biadjacency matrix A, per(A) is an integer
from the set {1, 2, . . . , n!}, and for an n× n probability matrix P , per(P ) is a real value in
the range [n!/nn, 1].

equally likely to be from each input message. The maximum anonymity is achieved since no

output message looks more suspicious than others of being from a specific input message.

Although the permanent is used in the metric, it neither reflects how many perfect

matchings in underlying bipartite graph nor more importantly, how these perfect matchings

are distributed. Thus we claim this D(·) is in accurate and we propose an accurate one in

[14].

The range of D(·) is between 0 and 1, inclusive, where 0 indicates no anonymity and

1 represents full anonymity. There is no anonymity if attacker is sure about which output

message is from which input message, thus forming a doubly-stochastic matrix with only one

element equals to 1 in each row and each column (resulting per(P ) = 1 and log(per(P )) = 0).

The full anonymity is achieved when each output message is equally likely to be from each

input message, with probability 1/n for each element and resulting per(P ) = n!/nn. By

using D(·), we measure the degree of anonymity in Figure 2.3 is about 0.9282.

Figure 2.4 represents the range of permanent for n × n biadjacency matrices and

probability matrices. The range of permanent for biadjacency matrices is [1, n], and the

range of probability matrices is [n!/nn, 1].

2.1.4 What we learned from Edman [6]

The anonymity measurement work by Edman et al. presents a way of measuring

anonymity from the system-wide perspective. The anonymity system, along with all in-

put/output messages, are modeled into a bipartite graph. Linkages between input and
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output messages are captured in the graph, effects of attacks reflected on the linkages are

presented in a biadjacency matrix or a probability matrix.

They also introduce the matrix permanent as an important component for anonymity

metrics. The permanent of a biadjacency matrix ideally reflects the number of perfect

matchings in the underlying graph, while using the permanent directly in metric for systems

after probabilistic attacks misses the anonymous quantity. Later we develop a metric that

accurately utilize the permanent to propose the metric for probabilistic attacks in [14].

2.2 Bagai: Data Caching for Enhancing Anonymity

Bagai and Tang propose a cache feature to enhance anonymity systems in [15]. A

cache enhanced anonymity system performs the normal functionalities of a regular anonymity

system, and uses cache to increase system performance and user anonymity. Along with the

new cache feature, a system-wide metric is developed to measure the degree of anonymity

for the new system after infeasibility attacks.

The cache enhanced anonymity system caches commonly requested contents on its

local Mix-nodes. When an input message requesting for such content arrives at the system,

the system will find the requested content from local cache storage and serve the user with

it. Thus there is no need for the anonymous system to forward the input request message

further. Besides the increased responding performance, the cache on anonymity systems

increases the degree of anonymity. Increasing anonymity has been mathematically proved

by Bagai and Tang in [15].

Our work in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 are based on Bagai and Tang [15]. So we give

an overview of this work to cover essential notations, especially the left-projection. As a new

feature for anonymity systems, caching also brings some challenges to the current system

modelings. We compare the cache enhanced system model to the regular anonymity system

model in Section 2.1.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Complete bipartite graph depicting full anonymity; (b) Subgraph resulting
from a timing analysis attack; (c) Biadjacency matrix of the resulting subgraph.

2.2.1 Modeling cache enhanced anonymity systems

As stated in Section 2.1.1, a standard anonymity system can be modeled as a bipartite

graph G = (S, T,E), where the number of input messages |S| equals to the number of output

messages |T |. A similar bipartite graph can be used to model a cache enhanced anonymity

system, while due to the caching ability on anonymity server, input messages requesting for

web contents that have already been cached on anonymity systems may not exit the system.

In this case, we have |S| ≥ |T |, i.e. the number of output messages is no greater than the

number of input messages.

Figure 2.5 demonstrates a cache enhanced anonymity system model. Figure 2.5 (a)

represents a complete bipartite graph derived from a cache enhanced anonymity. It depicts

full anonymity from a system under no attacks. If attackers perform infeasibility attack on

the system, we will have a bipartite graph with less edges, such as the one in (b), along

with the biadjacency matrix in (c). Note that these matrices are generally not square since

|S| ≥ |T |.

A consequence resulted from |S| ≥ |T | is that in general, we do not have perfect

matchings between S and T since a perfect matching requires one to one mapping between

each input message and output message. As a following consequence, the metric d(·) we ex-

plored in Section 2.1.3 cannot be used directly since it requests |S| = |T | and to calculate the

biadjacency matrix permanent. Proposing anonymity metric for cache enhanced anonymity

systems after infeasibility attacks has become a new challenge, and there is a solution in [15].
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Figure 2.6: (a) A bipartite graph G resulted from an infeasibility attack performed on a
cache enhanced system. (b) All left-projections of G.

2.2.2 Left-projection

Left-projection is an important notation for measuring cache enhanced anonymity

systems. Starting from the bipartite graph G, we let |S| = m represent the number of input

messages, and |T | = n represent the number of output messages. Thus m ≥ n and there

are (m− n) input messages not release by the system and will be served by server’s caching

contents. Among all m input messages there are n of them should be linked to the n output

messages, forming a part of the true communication pattern. A left-projection is a bipartite

graph formed by a choice of n input messages and n output messages. In Figure 2.6 (a) we

have one bipartite graph presented, for the system with input messages set S = {s1, s2, s3}

and output message set T = {t1, t2}. In Figure 2.6 (b) we have three left-projections derived

from (a). Left-projection can be formally defined as follows:

Definition 1. Let Sn(U) represents the set of all subsets of U of size n. Then, a bipartite

graph P = (W,V, F ) is called a left-projection of a bipartite graph G = (U, V,E), if:

1. W ∈ S|V |(U), and

2. F = {〈u, v〉 ∈ E | u ∈ W}.

In other words, P is a left-projection of G by deleting some |U | − |V | vertices and

associated edges from the vertex set U of G. There are total
(

|U |
|V |

)
distinct left-projections

in G. The set of all left-projections of G is denoted as L(G).
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As a subgraph from the original bipartite graph G, a left-projection finds the correct

amount of input messages (forming vertex set W ) and matches these messages to output

messages (forming edge set F ), according to the edges in the edge set E. For a specific

left-projection, excluded vertices are considered to be input messages that will be served by

cached content thus they do not appear as any output messages.

For a left-projection that has 2 or more vertices on each side, when each output

message is connected to each input message, the left-projection is a complete bipartite graph.

This represents a local full anonymity, that is no edge is eliminated from this left-projection,

while some edges may be ruled out in other left-projections. Full anonymity can also be

viewed as that the left-projection contains n! perfect matchings between two vertex sets.

Thus, to propose an accurate system-wide anonymity metric, each left-projection needs to be

compared to its local full anonymity, and all left-projections need to be considered together.

Besides, the metric needs to put back cached input messages. We have such metric presented

in next subsection.

2.2.3 Metric for cache enhanced anonymity systems

For the bipartite graph G = (S, T,E) derived from an infeasibility attack on a cache

enhanced anonymity system, where |S| = m ≥ 1, |T | = n ≥ 0, and m ≥ n, the degree of

anonymity is can be measured by the following metric:

d′(G) =


0 if m = n = 1,

1 if n = 0,

1

m

[
(m− n) +

n log(
∑

P∈L(G)P̂)
log((mn ) n!)

]
otherwise.

(2.3)

When m = n = 1, there is only one message coming through the system, and there is no

anonymity. When n = 0, there is no message outputted from the anonymity system, meaning

all input messages can be served by cached contents. In this case, we have full anonymity

since attackers cannot trace input messages further.

The third branch in d′(·) can be used to measure the rest, i.e. we use it when we have

multiple input messages and some output messages. Among the m input messages, (m− n)
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of them can be served by cached contents and thus not be released by the system. They are

considered to have received full anonymity. In the metric, receiving full anonymity can be

interpreted as (m−n) is multiplied by the coefficient 1. For the released n output messages,

they are multiplied by coefficient
log(

∑
P∈L(G)P̂)

log((mn ) n!)
, which is formed by considering the total

number of perfect matchings in all left-projections (in numerator) against the total number

of all possible perfect matchings in all left-projections (in denominator).

It can be verified that when m = n, i.e. no input message blocked, d′(·) in Equation

2.3 is the same with d(·) in Equation 2.1. In other words, when all input messages are

released, d′(·) is backward compatible with d(·).

2.2.4 What we learned from Bagai and Tang [15]

From this work we learn a way to model cache enhanced anonymity systems and a

metric that can be used on measuring the degree of anonymity for such systems after infea-

sibility attacks. To count remaining communication patterns, one can use left-projections

to dissemble the bipartite graph. Each left-projection has same number of vertices from

both vertex sets, thus perfect matchings can be found and counted from each left-projection.

The number of perfect matchings is counted by calculating the permanent of the matrix

corresponding to the specific left-projection.

We would like to point out that the metric d′(·) accurately measures anonymity for

cache enhanced systems after infeasibility attacks, while it does not measure for the same

system after probabilistic attack. We develop a metric can measure after probabilistic attacks

and have it shown in Section 3.3.

2.3 Bagai: A System-Wide Anonymity Metric with Message Multiplicities

Bagai, Tang Khan and Samad in [16] considers a complex system model that cares

about the level of communications between two users. To be more specific, this model

considers the attacker’s ability of observing multiple messages from/to one user and utilizing

this information against anonymity. When attackers observe that one user sends/receives
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Figure 2.7: (a) Graph resulting from a timing analysis attack, for a system with latency
between 1 and 4 time units; (b) Biadjacency matrix of this graph.

multiple messages, they would lower their goal from figuring out message linkages to figuring

out user linkages. Besides the complex model, a system-wide metric has been designed to

measure the degree of anonymity for such system after infeasibility attack. One of our work

extended the model in this section further to have the cache enhancing feature, and we have

that work presenting in Section 3.2.

2.3.1 Modeling anonymity systems with message multiplicities

The system model considered in this work is an enhanced one from the model pre-

sented in Section 2.1, with the consideration of attackers’ ability of observing message multi-

plicities on anonymity system users. This work’s model does not support the cache enhancing

feature presented in Section 2.2, and we have one of our work in [31] to consider both caching

and message multiplicities. The attacking method considered in this work is infeasibility at-

tacks, and we have one bipartite graph and its corresponding biadjacency matrix presented

in Figure 2.7.

In Figure 2.7 (a), the attacker uses time stamp of each message and the anonymity

system’s delaying threshold to rule out some infeasible linkages between input messages and

output messages. In Figure 2.7 (b) we have the corresponding biadjacency matrix M with

the size 5×5, For this size there are at most 5! perfect matchings, while after an infeasibility

attack, we count left perfect matchings by calculating the permanent of M , and there are

only 12 perfect matchings left.
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With the observation of message multiplicities, the attacker can damage user anonymity

further. Suppose the attacker observes sender Alice sends multiple messages, say x3 and x5,

and receiver Bob receives message y4. According to the biadjacency matrix M , there are 6

perfect matchings containing the edge 〈x3, y4〉, and the other 6 perfect matchings contain

the edge 〈x5, y4〉. Although the attacker is still uncertain which input message (could be x3

or x5) is the output message y4, the attacker is 100% certain that user Alice is communi-

cating with user Bob. This example clearly shows that message multiplicities can damage

anonymity.

Two extreme examples can be used to further support the fact that message mul-

tiplicities can damage anonymity. The first example is that each sender/receiver will all

have only one message sent/received. In this case, the attacker gains no more information

from observing message multiplicities than performing a regular infeasibility attack. The

other extreme example is we have one sender/receiver that is associated with all messages,

i.e. with highest possible message multiplicity. The attacker can trivially confirm that the

sender/receiver is communicating with all observed communication parties on the other side

and thus the user received no anonymity at all. The two extreme examples are also in line

with intuition: the more communication user does, the easier for attacker to figure out the

identify of the user.

2.3.2 Sender-receiver association matrix

To consider the message multiplicity and its impact, we need to track the message

multiplicity for each user. Let m be the number of senders in the anonymity system, and

Xi be the set of messages sent by user i, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Let n be the number of

receivers and Yj be the set of messages received by user j, where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Message

multiplicities and users are shown in Figure 2.8. By performing Cartesian product Xi × Yj,

where 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we have a partition of X × Y . Each Xi × Yj represents all

possible linkages between all messages from sender i to all messages to receiver j.

Let E represent an edge set. It could be as few as one edge, or as many as all edges
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Figure 2.8: Users sending and/or receiving multiple messages.

from a complete bipartite graph. More often we care about the case when E is a perfect

matching. Intersecting E with Xi × Yj, we have the number of messages (edges) that from

sender i to receiver j captured in E. In other words, this intersection tells the number of

messages from i to j shown in E.

The association matrix of E is thus defined as :

Z(E)ij = |E ∩ (Xi × Yj)|.

The size of Z(E) is m× n, with all entries non-negative. Any entry in Z(E) represents the

number of messages from i to j captured by E. When E is a perfect matching, the following

properties will hold:

n∑
k=1

Z(E)ik = |Xi|, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and

m∑
k=1

Z(E)kj = |Yj|, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

That is, the row sum of Z(E) is the sender multiplicities of sender i, and the column sum

is the receiver multiplicities of receiver j. We use S = 〈|X1|, |X2|, . . . , |Xm|〉 to represent

sender multiplicity vector, and R = 〈|Y1|, |Y2|, . . . , |Yn|〉 for receiver multiplicity vector.

More importantly, association matrices are used to group perfect matchings. Two

perfect matchings are equivalent, denoted as E1 ./ E2, if Z(E1) = Z(E2).

Association matrices provide a meaningful partition over the set of all perfect match-

ings. Perfect matchings in the same partition have the same number of messages for each
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sender/receiver pair, and reveal the same level of communication. Association matrices are

induced by sender multiplicity vector S and receiver multiplicity vector R, thus partition-

ing by association matrices on perfect matchings combines both infeasibility information

and message multiplicity information. The metric for anonymity systems after infeasibility

attacks with message multiplicity is ready to be developed.

2.3.3 Metric considering message multiplicities

Let an n×n biadjacency matrix M , and multiplicity vectors S and R, be the result of

an infeasibility attack with message multiplicities. We define the anonymity system’s degree

of anonymity after this attack as:

δS,R(M) =



0 if n = 1,

−
∑

Z∈ZS,R(P)

ωM(Z) · log(ωM(Z))

log(n!)
otherwise.

(2.4)

where in the metric, Z ∈ ZS,R(P) represents any partition chosen from all partitions on

perfect matching set P induced by message multiplicity vectors S and R, ωM(Z) represent

the probability specified by the biadjacency matrix M about the partition chosen to be the

real communication scenario. The original work by Bagai et al. in [16] presents a method to

calculate the probability distribution and we have it summarized as a recursive algorithm in

Section 3.2.3.

This metric fully considers the infeasibility information and message multiplicity in-

formation after an infeasibility attack. It measures the degree of anonymity for standard

anonymous systems after such infeasibility attack. Based on this work, we develop a met-

ric for cache enhanced anonymity systems under the same attack and have it presented in

Section 3.2.
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CHAPTER 3

METRICS FOR MEASURING ANONYMITY

3.1 An Accurate System-Wide Anonymity Metric for Probabilistic Attacks

According to the definition of the matrix permanent in Sec 2.1.2, a permanent is a

value composed by taking summation over the product of cells formed by all permutations,

where a permutation to choose one cell from each row and column, so that no two rows or

two columns share the same cell. In other words, the permanent is a composition value. We

started our work by looking into this composition value, aiming to find a good understand-

ing of it and a direct mapping between matrix’s permanent value to some corresponding

components in anonymity systems. Further, we aim to find some ground to claim that the

probabilistic attack is a generalization of infeasibility attack, then finally we would like to

propose our anonymity metric that can take both kinds of attacks. Luckily, we landed at

finishing all of these goals and have the result published in [14].

3.1.1 An intuitive understanding of permanent

Let S and T represent the sets of n input and output messages of the anonymity

system. Then, for any n×n matrix M , we define a thread of M , to be any subset of its cells

that contains exactly one cell from each row of M . The matrix M could be either biadjacency

matrix or probability matrix, and diagonals are defined on both types of matrices. Note that

not like the way a permanent choosing its cells, there is no unique column requirement on

diagonals, and we intend to loose the requirement to make comparison later.

Since matrix M contains n rows, a thread will contain exact n cells. When reflecting

on the underlying bipartite graph, a thread represents a subgraph that is obtained by allowing

only one edge on each input message node s ∈ S. The edge can be placed on any output

message node t ∈ T , and two or more edges can share the same t. Thus, for a n× n matrix

M there are nn threads. We use T (M) to denote the set of all threads of M .
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Among all threads in matrix M , we further define diagonal, which is a thread that

has no two cells on the same column. Thus, a diagonal is formed by choosing only one cell

from each row and column. On the bipartite graph representation, a diagonal is a perfect

matching between input message set S and output message T . For a n×n matrix, there are

n! diagonals. We use X (M) to represent the set of all diagonals of M .

After defining threads and diagonals, we would like to know how to use these two

notations to catch information in cells of matrix M . We define the weight of any thread t

of matrix M , denoted W(t), to be the product of values in all cells of t. Now if we perform

summation over weights of all diagonals, we have the following proposition comes directly

from the definition of matrix permanent:

Proposition 1. For any biadjacency or probability matrix M ,

∑
x∈X (M)W(x) = per(M).

This proposition shows a natural decomposition of the permanent: The permanent

is the sum of weight of all diagonals. This indicates the permanent is the sum of weight of

all perfect matchings as well. Now we have following observations about matrix M and its

cell values:

The values in M induce not just its permanent, but also a weight distribution on

all its threads, including diagonals.

Proposition 1 applies to both biadjacency and probability matrix. Exclusively for probability

matrix, we expand the weight sum of all diagonals to all threads, and we have following

proposition:

Proposition 2. For any probability matrix P ,

∑
t∈T (P )W(t) = 1.

Proposition 2 states that the summation of all weight of nn threads on a probability

matrix P is 1.
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Proof. Let P be n× n. By definitions and algebraic rearrangement we have,∑
t∈T (P )

W(t) =
n∑

j1=1

n∑
j2=1

· · ·
n∑

jn=1

p1j1p2j2 · · · pnjn =
n∏
i=1

(pi1 + pi2 + · · ·+ pin) = 1.

The last equality follows from the fact that the sum of each row of P is 1.

The weight of threads/diagonals and above two propositions can be further explained

from function’s perspective. An anonymity system can be thought as a function taking input

message set S as its domain and using output messages set T as its range, and its functionality

is the inner mapping in between. We consider the set T S to be the set of all nn functions

f : S → T . The n×n probability matrix P eventually induces a probability distribution over

all functions, where the probability of choosing a function f randomly from set T S is given

by
∏
{pij | f(si) = tj}. In other words, the probability of randomly choosing a function f

from set T S equals to the weight of f ’s corresponding thread t, i.e. w(t). The distribution

is formed since 1) all weights are non-negative and 2) by Proposition 2, the summation of

these weights (or probabilities) is 1. While Proposition 1 shows the probability is per(P )

to the event of a randomly picked function from T S being a bijection, i.e. a function that

has one-to-one correspondence between T and S, or the function corresponding to a perfect

matching or a diagonal.

Thus to draw a conclusion: in the setting of attacking and measure anonymity, the

permanent of matrix can be viewed as the composition value of weights from all diagonals,

where each diagonal corresponds to a perfect matching. Further, the weight of each diagonal

is the probability of its corresponding perfect matching being the true communication pattern

of the system.

3.1.2 A better indicator of anonymity

Based on the intuitive understanding of matrix permanent, we review the two metrics

proposed by Edman et al. in Section 2.1.3, i.e. d(A) and D(P ) for infeasibility attack and

probabilistic attack, respectively. While d(A) successfully caught the number of remaining

perfect matchings by using permanent, the metric for probabilistic attack, D(P ), is off from
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P1 t1 t2 t3

s1 .53 .25 .22

s2 .20 .28 .52

s3 .27 .47 .26

P2 t1 t2 t3

s1 .53 .46 .01

s2 .01 .53 .46

s3 .46 .01 .53

.1489.0386

.0024.1295

.0024.0130

.0973.0351

.0000.0207

.0024.0166

Figure 3.1: Two probability matrices with nearly identical permanent, 0.2535, but signifi-
cantly different diagonal weight distributions (for each perfect matching, weights according
to P1 and P2 shown of its corresponding diagonal).

accuracy, since by using permanent alone neither caught number of perfect matchings nor

measured the distribution of weight for each perfect matching.

From the system-wide perspective, the goal of an anonymity system is to blend the

true communication pattern within all possible patterns. Each pattern can be represented

by a perfect matching and within a probability matrix P , each pattern corresponds to a

diagonal. From Proposition 1 we know that the summation of all diagonal weights equals

the value of permanent. Thus, the following question:

How evenly is the permanent of P distributed as its diagonal weights?

is important on measuring system-wide anonymity and should be answered. We demonstrate

the importance of this question by using an example, where two probabilistic matrices have

nearly identical permanents while their diagonal weight distributions are off significantly.

The example: Two probability matrices P1 and P2 are both derived from probabilistic

attack of the same kind, we let them have nearly identical matrix permanent while their

diagonal weight distribution vary. Without loss of generality, we assume P1 has more evenly

distributed diagonal weights than P2 does, then from the system-wide perspective, P1 has

better anonymity since weights for each diagonal are closer to each other. In other words

the true communication pattern is blending well in P1, and attacker has less luck in isolating

the true pattern out of covering ones since their probabilities are closer than in P2.

Figure 3.1 shows a case for such P1 and P2. Both are 3× 3 probability matrices and
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Figure 3.2: Diameter spread of possible permanent values of 3× 3 probability matrices.

their permanents are all nearly 0.2535. Both matrices have 3! = 6 diagonals and we list their

weights below:

P1: 〈0.0130, 0.0166, 0.0207, 0.0351, 0.0386, 0.1295〉,

P2: 〈0.0000, 0.0024, 0.0024, 0.0024, 0.0973, 0.1489〉.

If we measure anonymity just by permanent without looking at diagonal weight distribution,

like using metric D(·) directly, then both P1 and P2 would have similar degree of anonymity

since their permanents are very close. However, in our metric (shown in Section ??) where

we consider the evenness of diagonal weight distributions, we have P1’s underlying system

twice anonymity as that of P2.

On the process of reasoning the importance of diagonal weight distribution, we also

find a handy measurement that can be used to reflect that using permanent alone may not

suffice. We define diameter of an n× n matrix to be the largest difference between weights

of any two of its diagonals, i.e.

max{W(x1)−W(x2) | x1, x2 ∈ X (P )}.

In general, the smaller diameter, the higher anonymity. For the system with full anonymity

(all diagonal weights to be 1/nn) its diameter will be 0, and for systems with no anonymity

at all (one diagonal weight is 1 and the rest 0), its diameter will be 1. Besides, we would

like to see the plot of matrix diameter versus matrix permanent, as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 is formed by calculating permanent and diameter of 10,000 3× 3 matrics.

Each dot on the plot represents a matrix, and all 10,000 are distributed thus. The low bound
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for permanent is 3!/33 ≈ 0.2222 (refer to Figure 2.4), and high bound for permanent is 1.

For matrices close to low bound (or high bound), their diameters do not vary too much.

In other words, diagonal weights in these matrices are close. For matrices with permanent

value around 0.4, their diameters vary a lot. That is, it is critical to consider diagonal weight

distributions for these matrices when measuring anonymity.

Through the examples in this subsection, we are more certain that the distribution

of diagonal weights, or the probability of perfect matchings in the underlying graph, should

be considered when constructing system-wide anonymity metrics. In next subsection we

will have this distribution examined from the perspective of generalization, hoping to find

evidence that considering distribution is inline with the intuition that a probabilistic attack

is a generalization of infeasibility attack.

3.1.3 A generalization from infeasibility attacks to probabilistic attacks

We demand our system-wide metric for anonymity systems must achieve following

two goals: the metric must consider distribution of diagonal weights, and it must be able to

handle both biadjacency matrices (derived from infeasibility attack) and probability matrices

(derived from probabilistic attack.) The reasoning for the importance of first goal has been

shown, and we will follow the intuition and try to fit our model here.

For an n × n matrix, we list all its diagonals in a sequence, 〈X1, X2, . . . , Xn!〉, in

the order of lexicographic ordering of their choices of cells over underlying matrix. In other

words, a diagonal Xi is listed before diagonal Xj if Xi chose a cell in a row that is on the

left of the cell chosen by Xj, and all cells before that row chosen by Xi is not on the right of

cells chosen by Xj. This lexicographic order enables direct comparison of diagonal weights

of two matrices.

We define the diagonal weight profile(or just profile) of matrix M to be the normalized

sequence of weights of diagonals in the lexicographic ordered sequence:

profile(M) =
1

per(M)
〈W(X1),W(X2), . . . ,W(Xn!)〉.
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The normalizing factor is 1/per(M), which is the reciprocal of the summation of all diagonal

weights.

The profile of M is thus a probability distribution on the diagonals of M , since: 1)

all diagonal weights are non-negative, and 2) summation of the normalized sequence is 1.

Thus we have a probability distribution for diagonals along with their underlying perfect

matchings and ultimately, communication patterns. From the system-wide perspective, we

claim this distribution is the most vital piece of information contained in matrix M.

The diagonal weight profile can be built on both biadjacency matrix and probability

matrix. Our next step on constructing anonymity metric is to find a probability matrix that

holds the same profile as an biadjacency matrix. The purpose is to support the generalization

from infeasibility attack to probabilistic attack.

The profile for an n × n biadjacency matrix A resulted from infeasibility attack can

be described as follows: the profile contains n! entries, each representing normalized weight

of a diagonal. Among these n! entries, per(A) of them hold the same value 1/per(A), while

the rest entries hold the same value of 0. In other words, possible communication patterns

are equally likely, and the rest are impossible. We now proceed to find a probability matrix

that holds the same profile as A, denoted by CA. If CA can be found, we have the evidence

to say the probabilistic attack is a generalization of infeasibility attack, since both CA and

A have the same profile while the former maintains more information than the later.

We start with the previous example in Figure 2.2, which contains infeasibility attack

and its resulting biadjacency matrix A. The example shows that some edges in bipartite

graph may not be on any perfect matching, such as the edge 〈s3, t2〉 in Figure 2.2 (b) and

its corresponding entry in (c). From measuring system-wide anonymity’s perspective, such

edges are off importance since they cannot be in any perfect matchings nor be considered

in diagonal weight profile. Thus, we apply zero-entry-treating to these entries and use Â to

represent the treated matrix A, where Â is defined as the matrix identical to A except Â

uses 0 rather than 1 to represent such entries.
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P t1 t2 t3 t4

s1 0 0

s2 0 0

s3 0 0

s4 0 0

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
4

3
4

3
4

1
4

Figure 3.3: An example P ∈ P(Â), for biadjacency matrix A of Fig. 2.2(c).

To find the probability matrix that shares the same profile as infeasibility matrix A

(or, Â, since both have the same profile), we build the set of probability matrix, denoted as

P(Â), that all matrices inside the set will be inline with Â for infeasible edges. That is,

P(Â) = {n× n probability matrix P = [pij] | pij = 0 if âij = 0, for all i, j}.

If there exists such probability matrix that shares the same profile as Â, it must be in the set

P(Â). It also has been known that P(Â) is nonempty if and only if per(Â) > 0, for example

the Theorem 2.2.3 in Bapat and Raghavan in their work [24].

An observation can be made that for any P ∈ P(Â) contains no less information

than Â, so it is desirable that our metric on P should have no higher anonymity value than

on Â. While D(·) and d(·) in Section 2.1.3 fail to hold this desired attribute. For example,

the probability matrix P in Figure 3.3 is a matrix in P(Â) where biadjacency matrix A is

from Figure 2.2. When applied existing metrics we have d(A) ≈ 0.436 while D(P ) ≈ 0.491,

resulting a conclusion that the biadjacency matrix A contains more information thus less

anonymity from the system, which is not in line with our observation.

We now proceed to the scaling of a n × n matrix M . We call matrix S a scaling of

M , if S is obtained by multiplying M with positive multiplier vectors R = 〈r1, r2, . . . , rn〉

and C = 〈c1, c2, . . . , cn〉 such that sij = rimijcj, for all i, j. The rationale of having scaling

on board is to find whether we can linearly transforming the infeasibility matrix A into a

probability one, by applying proper multiplier vectors. It turns out that by applying proper

scaling continuously to A, we can arrive at a probability matrix that has the same diagonal

weight profile, as we will show in later section.
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The scaling has effects on each diagonal weight. The diagonal weight after scaling with

R and C is multiplied by scaling factor λ =
∏n

i=1 rici. Since the permanent is summation

over all diagonal weights, we have matrix permanent after scaling calculated as per(S) =

λ · per(M). While on the profile of a matrix, we have the following proposition:

Proposition 3. If S is a scaling of M , then profile(S) = profile(M).

We let S(M) denote the set of all scalings of M . Intersecting this set with previously

defined P(Â), we have following theorem:

Theorem 1. For any n × n biadjacency matrix A resulting from an infeasibility attack,

P(Â) ∩S(Â) is a singleton set.

Proof. When per(A) > 0, that the intersection is nonempty was established by Brualdi,

Parter and Schneider [25]. Uniqueness, when nonempty, follows from the fact that distinct

doubly-stochastic matrices cannot have identical profiles, given as Corollary 2.6.6 in Bapat

and Raghavan [24].

Theorem 1 states that there is only one member in the intersection of set P(Â)

and set S(Â), and this matrix is of importance on proving the probabilistic attack is a

generalization of infeasibility attack. We name this matrix canonical matrix, denoted as CA.

Since CA ∈ S(Â), by Proposition 3, it has the same profile as matrix Â. Since CA ∈ P(Â),

it is a probabilistic matrix.

As a result of having CA spotted, we have confirmed the existence of a probability

matrix that shares the same profile as a biadjacency matrix A, which provides evidence that

probability attack is a generalization of infeasibility attack. Followed immediately we present

methods to construct CA.

Construction of canonical probability matrix

Given a biadjacency matrix A, we would like to construct its canonical probability

matrix, CA. In other words, we would like to start from A to build a probability matrix CA

that holds the same profile as A.
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A t1 t2 t3

s1 0 1 1

s2 1 0 1

s3 1 1 1

CA t1 t2 t3

s1 0 2 2

s2 2 0 2

s3 2 2

 15 

 15 

 53

 53

 53  53 25 

Figure 3.4: A biadjacency matrix A and its canonical probability matrix CA.

Figure 3.4 shows biadjacency matrix A. All edges in the underlying bipartite graph

will appear in some perfect matchings, thus we have A = Â. Since CA is a scaling of A, we

use R = 〈r1, r2, r3〉 and C = 〈c1, c2, c3〉 to represent the row-multiplier vector and column-

multiplier vector. Thus, CA is represented in matrix multiplication format:

CA =


r1 0 0

0 r2 0

0 0 r3




0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1



c1 0 0

0 c2 0

0 0 c3


Since CA is a probability matrix, each row sum and each column sum is 1. Thus we have

following system of equations:

r1(c2 + c3) = 1 r2(c1 + c3) = 1 r3(c1 + c2 + c3) = 1

c1(r2 + r3) = 1 c2(r1 + r3) = 1 c3(r1 + r2 + r3) = 1

One solution to the system is:

R =

〈
3−
√

5

2
,
3−
√

5

2
,
√

5− 2

〉
, C =

〈
1 +
√

5

2
,
1 +
√

5

2
, 1

〉
.

By Sinkhorn in [26], all solutions to this system are unique up to a scalar factor, i.e. (R1, C1)

and (R1/α, α·C1) are both solutions to this system for some α > 0, though all these solutions

lead to the same CA, as stated in Theorem 1.

By Sinkhorn adn Knopp in their work [27], CA can be derived as the limit of an infinite

sequence of matrices. CA = limk→∞ hk(A) given that functions h(·), g(·) and f(·) are defined
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as:

f(M)ij = Mij /
∑n

k=1Mik (f normalizes each row of M)

g(M)ij = Mij /
∑n

k=1Mkj (g normalizes each column of M)

h(M) = g(f(M))

In other words, if we repeat the pattern that normalizing each row then normalizing each

column of matrix M , the resulting matrix will converge to CA at infinite. There are some

efficient algorithm to calculate approximations within reasonable error bounds, please refer

to Kalantari and Khachiyan in [28] and Linial et al. [29] for details.

Thus we have confirmed that the probabilistic attack is a generalization of infeasibility

attack, by presenting the resulting probability matrx holding the same profile as a biadja-

cency matrix. In next subsection we present our new metric, which measures anonymity

according to the profile distribution, and handles the generalization well.

3.1.4 The metric

We call our metric improved and accurate based on following reasons:

• Our metric answers the question in Section 3.1.2: How evenly is the permanent of P

distributed as its diagonal weights? This is achieved by breaking the permanent of

a matrix into diagonal weight distribution, and it is the distribution, along with the

composite permanent, that been measured.

• Our metric handles biadjacency matrix, probability matrix and their generalization

relation. For a biadjacency matrix and its inline probability matrices, our metric’s

measuring result confirms that a probability matrix contains no less information than

its corresponding biadjacency one, where the equality is achieved on the canonical

matrix CA .

Shannon entropy has been used in measuring the evenness of distribution in the area

of anonymity since Serjantov and Danezis in [9] and Diaz et al. in [10]. They use Shannon
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entropy on message level scale, i.e. measuring how one message blends into other messages.

Generally, the higher entropy value, the less evenness of a distribution, and less anonymity.

We apply the same technique on a system-wide scale, measuring the distribution of perfect

matchings. As presented in earlier sections, the distribution of perfect matchings are repre-

sented by the diagonal weight distribution profile. Thus, applying Shannon entropy over the

profile shows attacker’s uncertainty about which perfect matching is the real communication

pattern.

Let M be a given n× n biadjacency or probability matrix resulting from an attack,

with profile(M) = 〈w1, w2, . . . , wn!〉. We define the underlying system’s degree of anonymity

after this attack as:

D(M) =


0 if n = 1,

−
∑n!

i=1wi · log(wi)
log(n!)

otherwise.
(3.1)

In the above summation, a subexpression 0 · log(0) is interpreted as 0. Observe that this met-

ric is for biadjacency as well as probability matrices. We first establish that for biadjacency

matrices, it coincides with the metric d of (2.1).

Theorem 2. For any biadjacency matrix A, d(A) = D(A) = D(CA).

Proof. The second equality follows from the fact that A and CA have identical profiles. To

show the first equality, we recall from Section 3.1.3 that exactly per(A) values in profile(A)

are 1/per(A), and the remaining values are 0. The numerator of the expression in (3.1) thus

becomes:

−per(A)

[
1

per(A)
· log

(
1

per(A)

)]
= log(per(A)),

which is the numerator of the expression in (2.1) of Section 2.1.3.

We revisit two probability matrices P1 and P2 in Figure 3.1, and measure them with

D(·) and our newly proposed D(·). Since metric D(·) considers only permanent value, it

turns out that D(P1) ≈ D(P2) ≈ 0.9124, while (D)(P1) ≈ 0.8030 and (D)(P2) ≈ 0.4544. In
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other words, our metric recognizes that the profile in P2 is more uneven in that of P1, thus

P2 shows less anonymity and thus receives lower degree of anonymity.

Now we show how our metric handles the different two types of matrices and their

generalization. Again we revisit a previous example in Figure 2.2 (c) for biadjacency matrix

A, and one of its inline probability matrix P in Figure 3.3. It turns out D(P ) ≈ 0.3204 <

d(A) = D(A) ≈ 0.436, supporting that an inline probability matrix contains no less in-

formation than the corresponding biadjacency one. We formally present D(·)’s support to

generalization by following theorem.

Theorem 3. For any biadjacency matrix A and P ∈ P(A), such that P 6= CA, D(P ) <

D(A).

Proof. Let per(A) = t. Then, profile(A) has t nonzero values, and each of those values is 1/t.

Let p1, p2, . . . , pt be the corresponding values in profile(P ). As these are the only diagonals

of P that may have nonzero weights, their sum is 1. We need to show that:

−
t∑
i=1

pi · log(pi) < −
t∑
i=1

(1/t) · log(1/t).

Although this property of Shannon entropy is well known in information theory (see, for

example, Kapur [30] for a proof based on Jensen’s inequality), here we give a short proof.

It is easily seen that, for all β > 0, we have 2β ≤ 2β, with equality iff β = 1. Taking

logarithms to the base 2 gives 1+log(β) ≤ β. As we interpret 0·log(0) = 0, we can substitute

β = (1/t)/pi, and simplify, to get that for all i, pi − pi · log(pi) ≤ (1/t) − pi · log(1/t), with

equality iff pi = 1/t. Summation over all i gives:

−
t∑
i=1

pi · log(pi) ≤ log(t) = −
t∑
i=1

(1/t) · log(1/t).

As P 6= CA and distinct doubly-stochastic matrices cannot have the same profile, we have

that for some i, pi 6= (1/t), leading to a strict inequality.

Thus we have a new metric D(·), which accurately answers the important question of

evenness of profile on measuring system-wide anonymity. It also supports both biadjacency
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matrix and probability matrix, along with their generalization. Based on this two facts, we

argue that this metric should be used for measuring system-wide anonymity. This metric also

provides a good foundation for new metric proposal to adjust changes brought by anonymity

system models, as we will present in following sections.

3.2 Metric for Cache Enhanced Anonymity Systems Against Infeasibility At-

tacks with Message Multiplicities

This is our work to measure the degree of anonymity after infeasibility attacks per-

formed on cache enhanced anonymity systems. Different to the work reviewed in Section

2.2, in this work attackers are modeled to explore message multiplicities, i.e. attackers know

the amount of messages sent/received by each sender/receiver. This makes the most inter-

esting model since 1) the message caching feature enhances anonymity and 2) the message

multiplicity information reduces anonymity. Our metric considers the combined effect from

both sides and further more, it yields an accurate anonymity measurement by thoroughly

consider the anonymous quantity. Once we have the metric done, we go even further to put

the correctness level into consideration and yield a more accurate metric.

3.2.1 System model and message multiplicity vectors

The anonymity system model considered in this work supports message caching, which

fetches and stores some frequently requested contents and have them stored on server’s

local storage. Standard anonymity systems will relay all incoming messages, while on cache

enhanced anonymity systems, incoming messages may not be released since requests inside

them can be fulfilled by cached contents. We use X to represent the input message set and Y

to represent the output message set. In general we have |X| ≥ |Y |, where the equality holds

when no input message can be satisfied by cached contents. In Figure 2.5 we have included

a cache enhanced anonymity system, its underlying bipartite graph and the biadjacency

matrix resulted from an infeasibility attack. The goal of the infeasibility attack remains the

same: to eliminate as many linkages as possible from the complete bipartite graph K|X|,|Y |.
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Figure 3.5: Perfect matchings contained in left-projections of Figure 2.5(b).

Recall the metric proposed by Bagai and Tang in [15]. The metric d′(·) in 2.3 takes

apart the system bipartite graph into left-projections, where each left-projection is a possible

way of picking |Y | input messages out of input message set X. Then, the number of perfect

matchings in each left-projection is counted, and the metric utilizes the total number of

perfect matchings as a measurement of anonymity. We still embrace this metric and by

applying it on the example in Figure 2.5, we count total 10 perfect matchings and have them

listed in Figure 3.5.

While users enjoy benefits brought by the cache, attackers are exploring message

multiplicities damage users’ anonymity. Generally speaking, users sending/receiving multi-

ple messages provide more information to attackers than users just having one message. It

is easier for attackers to figure out communication parties than to figure out input/output

messages linkages. As an example, assume attackers observed that one sender David gener-

ated two messages, x2 and x4, and attackers also observed that one receiver Diane received

one message, y3. By the 10 perfect matching in Figure 3.5, attackers cannot be certain

whether y3 is from x2 or x4, since 5 perfect matchings contain the edge 〈x2, y3〉 and the other

5 contain 〈x4, y3〉. However attackers are 100% certain that David is communicating with

Diane. Thus users’ anonymity is totally compromised in this scenario.

Figure 3.6 shows the input message set X, the output message set Y , and message

multiplicities for each user. We use C to represent the set of all senders, and the set S for

all receivers. The set Xi represents all messages from sender Ci, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |C|}.

Similarly, the set Yj represents all messages received by receiver Sj, where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |S|}.

Now we form the sender and receiver message multiplicity vectors as follows:

C = 〈|X1|, |X2|, . . . , |X|C||〉, and S = 〈|Y1|, |Y2|, . . . , |Y|S||〉
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Figure 3.6: An Anonymous System with Observed Message Multiplicities

It is straightforward to verify that
∑|C|

i=1 |Xi| = |X| and
∑|S|

j=1 |Yj| = |Y |. Our metric needs

to consider both infeasibility information and message multiplicity information to measure

the degree of anonymity accurately.

3.2.2 Equivalent classes and equivalent perfect matchings

We introduce the equivalent relation among perfect matchings. This relation is in-

duced by message multiplicity vectors C and S and this relation partitions all perfect match-

ings into different equivalent classes.

We first assemble all perfect matchings into the set P. Note that for cache enhanced

anonymity systems, perfect matchings are chosen from left-projections. A left-projection

chooses |Y | input messages out of X and thus ensures perfect matchings can be formed.

There are total |X|!/(|X| − |Y |)! perfect matchings in the set P, and two perfect matchings

are considered to be equivalent if they have same number of messages going from each sender

to each receiver.

Followed immediate after the equivalent relation, we define the (sender-receiver) asso-

ciation matrix of perfect matching M , denoted as A(M), to represent message multiplicities

derived from perfect matching M . A(M) has the size of |C| × |S|, and its entries are non-

negative integers given by:

A(M)ij = |M ∩ (Xi × Yj)|.

That is, A(M)ij is the number of messages captured in perfect matching M that are sent

from sender i to receiver j.
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Y1 Y2 

X1 1 0 1 

X2 0 2 2 

X3 0 0 0 

1 2 3 

Column Sums = 𝑆  

Row Sums ≤ 𝐶  

A(M1) = A(M2) 

𝑀 = 𝑌  

M1 

X1 

X2 

Y1 

Y2 

X3 

M2 

X1 

X2 

Y1 

Y2 

X3 

Figure 3.7: Example of equivalent perfect matchings and their common association matrix.

For any two perfect matching M1,M2 ∈ P are equivalent, denoted as M1
∼= M2, if

A(M1) = A(M2).

For example, we consider two perfect matchings from Figure 2.5 (b), M1, M2 ∈ P, as

shown in Figure 3.7. Suppose an attacker observed 3 senders with following input message

sets: X1 = {x1}, X2 = {x2, x3, x4}, X3 = {x5} for corresponding senders, and 2 recievers

with following output message sets: Y1 = {y1}, Y2 = {y2, y3}. Then the sender message

multiplicity vector is C = 〈1, 3, 1〉 and receiver message multiplicity vector is S = 〈1, 2〉. The

two perfect matchings, M1 and M2, hold the equivalent relation since they have the same

association matrix, as presented in 3.7.

It can be observed that M1 and M2 chose different input messages. Thus, the equiv-

alent relation is not restraint to perfect matchings choosing same messages/vertices. It can

also be observed that the column summation of association matrix A(M1) is the receiver

message multiplicity vector S, while the row summation of the matrix is smaller than the

sender message multiplicity vector C due to the anonymity system message caching, i.e.

|C|∑
i=1

A(M)ij = |Yj|, 1 ≤ j ≤ |S|, but

|S|∑
j=1

A(M)ij ≤ |Xi|, 1 ≤ i ≤ |C|.

Association matrices introduce equivalent relation over perfect matchings and thus

they can be used to category perfect matchings. For any vector R = 〈r1, r2, . . . , r|C|〉, such

that
∑|C|

i=1 ri = |Y | and for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |C|}, ri ≤ |Xi|, any |C| × |S| matrix of non-

negative integers with R and S as its row- and column-sums vectors, respectively, uniquely

represents an equivalence class of ∼=. Each equivalence class represents a partition on the

set of perfect matchings. We care to know how many partitions will be introduced. In other
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words, given the size of a matrix as |C| × |S|, we would like to know how many association

matrices could be formed. It turns out that by Dyer et al. [34], determining the number of

association matrices is a #P-complete problem, while some studies on this problem can be

found in Greselin in [35]. For our anonymity metric, we need to have all association matrices

of matchings in P represented by the set CSA(P).

3.2.3 Counting feasible matchings in an equivalent class

Association matrices as well as the equivalence relation ∼= on perfect matching set P

are purely derived from the attacker’s observation on message multiplicities. Additionally,

attackers also arrive at some infeasibility conclusions on all input/output message linkages,

which is captured by the biadjacency matrix B of size |X|×|Y |, such as the matrix in Figure

2.5 (c). The infeasibility information contained in B renders some perfect matchings in P

infeasible, namely those perfect matchings that have one or more infeasible edges. A perfect

matching is feasible only if all its edges are feasible. Thus, our metric needs to measure the

number of feasible perfect matchings in each association matrix partition in order to measure

the degree of anonymity in the system.

We choose one (any one) association matrix A ∈ CSA(P). It presents an equivalence

class, or a partition on perfect matching set P. All perfect matchings in this partition will

have Aij edges from sender i to receiver j, for all i and j. To count the number of perfect

matchings, we define the two following notations:

1. In biadjacency matrix B, let E be the unique sub-matrix that corresponds to rows Xi

and columns Yj. Note that the rows and/or columns of E may not be contiguous in

biadjacency matrix B.

2. In matrix E, let F be any arbitrary sub-matrix of E, with Aij rows and columns. Note

that the rows and/or columns of F may not be contiguous in E.

In other words, matrix E first chooses all rows/messages from sender i, intersects with

all columns/message to receiver j. Matrix E confirms the boundary of range for where to
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choose messages/edges. Within this boundary, matrix F chooses correct number of messages

according to the value Aij.

Once we have the square matrix F , we can calculate the permanent of F , as per(F ),

as the number of partial matchings. Note that a partial matching is one part of a perfect

matching. A partial matching indicates that a perfect matching containing this F agrees

with Aij, i.e. the perfect matching has correct number of edges from i to j. Meanwhile for this

perfect matching to be in the partition specified by A, it needs to have all partial matchings

that derived from other entries in A. In other words, we need to have the permanent value of

|C| × |S| many partial matchings to count the number of perfect matchings in the partition

specified by A.

The number of perfect matchings in the partition specified by A, declared feasible by

B, can be calculated by the function Count-Feasible:

Count-Feasible(A, B)

if there exist some i and j, such that Aij 6= 0

P = A

set the entry Pij to 0

E = the sub-matrix of B on rows Xi and columns Yj

sum = 0

for each Aij × Aij sub-matrix F of E

Q = B

set entries in Q, whose row and/or column is in F , to 0

sum = sum+ ρ(F ) · Count-Feasible(P , Q)

return sum

return 1

The above essentially computes the number of feasible matchings by multiplying the number

of all feasible partial matchings with their feasible extensions .
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3.2.4 The metric and the enhanced metric

Figure 3.8 shows a review of previous two subsections: in Section 3.2.2 we interpret

the message multiplicities into a partition of all perfect matchings, as in (b), and in Section

3.2.3 we develop a method to count all feasible perfect matchings in a partition, as in (c).

Now we are ready to construct a metric that takes both message multiplicity information and

infeasibility information to measure the degree of anonymity on a cache enhanced anonymity

after an infeasibility attack has performed.

Each partition introduced by C and S is a possible scenario, and the number of perfect

matchings in that partition normalized by all possible perfect matchings in all partitions

indicates the probability of occurrence of that scenario. In other words, the attacker assigns

a probability of each scenario according to the observation.

Let A1, A2, . . . , AN be all association matrices induced by C and S. The infeasibility

attack results in a probability distribution on these matrices as:

Π = 〈π(A1), π(A2), . . . , π(AN)〉,

where each π(Ai) = Count-Feasible(Ai, B)/T , and T is the total number of feasible

matchings, i.e.
∑N

i=1 Count-Feasible(Ai, B). Any value π(Ai) is the probability that the

actual matching in P employed by the anonymity system, which the system wants to hide,

lies in the equivalence class represented by Ai.

Having the distribution Π at hand, we apply Shannon entropy on it and thus have

the initial metric as:

θ(Π) =
−1

logN

N∑
i=1

π(Ai) · log π(Ai). (3.2)

As usual, 0 · log 0 is interpreted as 0. The more uniform this distribution, the better

anonymity, indicating attackers does not have an obvious scenario to choose.

In order to arrive at a more accurate measure of anonymity, we propose to consider a

quality factor of each equivalence class induced by C and S. Let Â be the association matrix

in CSA(P) of the actual matching in P employed by the system. Then, the error contained
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(b) (c) (a) 

infeasible 

feasible 

Figure 3.8: (a) The set P of all |X|!/(|X| − |Y |)! matchings; (b) Equivalence classes on P
induced by C and S; (c) Feasible/Infeasible categorization of matchings caused by B.

in any A ∈ CSA(P) is the amount by which A differs from Â, given by:

δ(A) =
1

2 |Y |

|C|∑
i=1

|S|∑
j=1

|Aij − Âij|.

As the sum of all values in any association matrix is |Y |, division by 2 |Y | in the above

guarantees the value of δ(A) to be between 0 and 1. It is also easy to see that δ(A) = 0 iff

A = Â.

If A1, A2, . . . , AN are, as before, the association matrices induced by C and S, let ∆ =

〈δ(A1), δ(A2), . . . , δ(AN)〉 be the attack’s error vector. We define the anonymity provided by

the system after the attack to be:

Θ(Π,∆) =
N∑
i=1

π(Ai) · δ(Ai). (3.3)

3.3 Metric for Cache Enhanced Anonymity Systems Against Probabilistic At-

tacks

In this section we present a method for measuring cache enhanced anonymity systems

after probabilistic attacks. The work is originally published in [31], and it is different from

but has some similarities to the work by Bagai and Tang in [15] and Bagai et al. in [14].

Some important notations from previous work are adjusted and reused.

Ever since the early proposal of using cache on anonymity system, such as Shubina

and Smith in [32] and Kim et al. in [33], message caching has drawn some attention from

both anonymity system builders and potential system attackers. The system-wide metric for
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Figure 3.9: (a) An example message flow via an anonymity system, observed by attacker;
(b) Systems complete graph, K4,3 ; (c) Probability matrix resulting from this attack

cache enhanced anonymity systems after infeasibility attacks has been proposed in [15], while

the metric for the same system after probabilistic attacks is yet to be developed. We feel the

need of developing an accurate metric to measure the anonymity degree after probabilistic

attacks, since infeasibility attacks are special cases of probabilistic attacks and we deem the

later ones to be more popular and causing more harm than the former one.

3.3.1 System model

The structure to modeling cache enhanced anonymity system still works as in Section

2.2.1, i.e. a bipartite graph with unmatched numbers of vertices on both sets can still be

used to modeling the cache enhanced anonymity system, as an example shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 (a) shows an example of the probabilistic attack, which assigns probabilities

to linkages between input and output messages according to the observation of attackers.

These probabilities are assembled into a probability matrix P , such as in Figure 3.9 (c). Any

entry Pij in the matrix is the probability of the event that the input message xi appears as

the output message yj.

When some input messages can be served by cached contents, the number of output
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messages would be less than the number of input messages, as depicted in Figure 3.9 (b).

Note that in Figure 3.9 (b) we have a complete graph, i.e. every output message can be

linked to every input message. All edges are preserved in the graph even for the infeasible

ones, such as the edge from x3 to y1 and the edge from x4 to y1. Attackers would simply

assign probability 0 to these infeasible ones, as shown in Figure 3.9 (c). Due to the system

caching, some input messages may not be any output messages. This is reflected in matrix

P as the sum of values in any row is at most 1. While the sum of values in any column is

exactly 1 since all output messages are from some input messages.

We use X = {x1, x2, . . . , xm} to represent the set of m input messages observed

by attackers, and use Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yn} to represent the set of output messages. The

cardinalities of X and Y are obvious m and n, respectively.

We observe the relation between the two sets, X and Y , from the function’s per-

spective. As each element in Y can be projected to some elements in X, the system’s true

communication pattern thus can be modeled as a function f : Y → X, which is complete,

one-to-one, but not necessarily onto, because m ≥ n. This function is contained and hidden

in the graph Km,n and the attacker’s goal is to uncover it as much as possible from all such

functions contained in that graph. To this end, the attacker uses whatever information is

available about the system and/or messages to arrive at a probability distribution over all

functions contained in the graph. For the example in Figure 3.9 (b), we have
(
4
3

)
3! = 24

one-to-one functions from Y to X, and they come in different probabilities assigned by at-

tackers. In next subsection we develop a way to measure the distribution of the probabilities

of these functions.

3.3.2 Diagonals in left-projections

The notation of diagonal is defined in Section 3.1.1. It is been used as a way to choose

one cell from each row in a probability matrix with no two cells on the same column. Each

diagonal represents a perfect matching on the underlying bipartite graph, and diagonals

generated from an n×n probability matrix have n entries. For a cache enhanced anonymity
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Figure 3.10: (a) Some one-to-one functions in the example of Figure 3.9; (b) Diagonals
corresponding to these functions.

system, we could have m rows and n columns in the probability matrix. Thus, a diagonal on

such system is formed by picking exactly one entry from each column first, then requiring no

two entries shares the same row. This may leave some rows not appearing in the diagonal, but

it guarantees each column is chosen and will appear in the diagonal. A diagonal corresponds

to a one-to-one function from Y to X, where Y is the output message set and X is the input

message set. There are
(
m
n

)
n! diagonals in an m × n probability matrix P , and there are

such one-to-one functions from Y to X. We use D(P ) to represent the set of all diagonals

chosen from P .

For a diagonal d ∈ D(P ) , we can calculate its weight by multiplying the values of all

its entries. We use W(d) to denote the weight of diagonal d. The expression
∑

d∈D(P )W(d)

represents the summation of all diagonal weights. Given a probability matrix P , it is straight-

forward to verify that the summation is between 0 and 1, inclusive on both sides.

Figure 3.10 shows arbitrarily chosen four of the 24 one-to-one functions that ex-

ist in the example of Figure 3.9. Their corresponding diagonals in the probability matrix

are shown in Figure 3.10 (b). For example, the function f1 corresponds to the diagonal

{(x1, y2), (x2, y1), (x4, y3)}, whose weight is 1
6
· 1
2
· 1
3

= 1
36

. The weights of the diagonals corre-
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sponding to f2, f3, and f4 in the figure can similarly be seen to be 0, 1
18

, and 0, respectively.

In all, this matrix contains
(
4
3

)
3! = 24 diagonals. Of these, the weight of four diagonals is

1
18

, that of 8 diagonals is 1
36

, and that of the remaining 12 diagonals is 0. The sum of all

diagonal weights is 4
9
.

Recall the notation of left-projection from Section 2.2.2. A left-projection is a sub-

graph of the cache enhance system’s bipartite graph with equal number of vertices on both

input and output message sets. For the m × n bipartite graph derived from probabilistic

attack on cache enhanced system, there are
(
m
n

)
left-projections. Since all edges are preserved

on the graph, the bipartite graph is complete. Thus, all left-projections derived from this

graph are complete as well. Each left-projection has n! diagonals. This is thus in line

with aforementioned total number of diagonals in an m × n probability matrix:
(
m
n

)
n! .

The collection of all left-projections results in a convenient partition of D(P ) by grouping

together all n! diagonals embedded in each left-projection.

A left-projection corresponds to a n × n square probability matrix Q derived from

the m × n probability matrix P . The matrix is derived by removing (m − n) rows that

correspond to the vertices excluded from the left-projection. Since the matrix Q is square,

we can calculate its permanent by using the standard definition of permanent, as presented

in Section 2.1.2, per(Q). Let Q(P ) be the set of all n × n matrices obtained from P by

removing some (m−n) rows, i.e. the set of all left-projections’ corresponding matrices, then

we have following proposition:

Proposition 4. For any probability matrix P ,∑
d∈D(P )

W(d) =
∑

Q∈Q(P )

per(Q).

Proof. Immediate from the definition of permanents, and the fact that left-projections of

Km,n induce a partition of D(P ).

At this point, we have found the diagonal representation for all communication pat-

terns introduced by the anonymity system. Each diagonal has a weight that can be used to
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build the probability of the underlying communication pattern being the real one. In next

subsection we are ready to utilize these probabilities to form a distribution.

3.3.3 Diagonal distribution

Let D(P ) = {d1, d2, . . . , d(m
n)n!} be the set of diagonals. To have the distribution

of all these diagonals, we first calculate their weights and use them as raw weights, to be

normalized. The normalization denominator is the summation of all diagonal weights, thus

we have the diagonal distribution over matrix P as φ(P ):

φ(P ) =
1∑

d∈D(P )W(d)
〈W(d1),W(d2), . . . ,W(d(m

n)n!) 〉.

Clearly, the sum of all values in this sequence is 1, and it is a probability distribution on all

diagonals. It captures the probabilities arrived at by the attack on all possible communication

patterns of being the actual one employed by the system. The system hopes for values in

this sequence to be uniform, as that would give maximum anonymity to its input messages.

However, the stronger the attack, the more non-uniform this sequence is. From the attacker’s

point of view, ideally, only one of the probabilities in it is 1, and all others are 0.

For our example matrix P of Figure 3.9, φ(P ) contains 4 occurrences of the value 1
8
,

8 occurrences of 1
16

, and 12 occurrences of 0.

Now we have captured the probability distribution of all possible communication

patterns in the cache enhanced anonymity system after a probabilistic attack. We are ready

to proceed to next subsection to propose the metric.

3.3.4 The metric

The significant difference between this subsection and Section 2.2.3 is on attack types.

In this whole section we are measuring the degree of anonymity after probability attacks, and

the metric in Section 2.2.3 is designed for infeasibility attacks.

Recall that the system receives m messages that visibly arrive from some users. Of

these, the (m − n) messages that are served from the system’s internal cache, thus not

sent out, enjoy maximum anonymity as their message content and end-server information
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remains completely hidden. The remaining n messages are sent out, after decryption, to

their destination end-servers. In order to conceal which user sent what message to which

end-server, the system attempts to hide its input-output message association, i.e. its true

communication pattern. Message encryption/decryption renders impossible any bit-pattern

or size comparison between its input and output messages.

The attacker, after analysis, arrives at a probability matrix P that induces a proba-

bility distribution on all diagonals of P . The probability associated with any diagonal is that

of its being the system’s true communication pattern. Given P , the system-wide anonymity

remaining can be given by:

∆(P ) =


1 if n = 0,

0 if m = n = 1,

1

m

[
(m− n) + n

−
∑

d∈φ(P ) d · log (d)

log
((
m
n

)
n!
) ]

otherwise.

The value of the above metric always lies between 0 (for no anonymity) and 1 (for full

anonymity). If n = 0, no output message is sent, thereby giving full anonymity to all input

messages. If m = n = 1, the sole input message is recognized as the output message, thus

has no anonymity. In the general case, the system-wide anonymity is the arithmetic mean

of the anonymity received by each of the m input messages. The (m − n) messages served

from cache receive full anonymity, i.e. 1. The anonymity of each of the other n messages is

computed as the normalized Shannon entropy [21] of the diagonal distribution φ(P ). In this

expression, 0 · log(0) is treated as 0. Ever since the works of Diaz et al. [10] and Serjantov et

al. [9], employing Shannon entropy of a probability distribution is well accepted for measuring

the degree of anonymity upon arrival of that distribution.

For our example matrix P of Figure 3.9,

∆(P ) =
1

4

[
1 + 3

−4
(
1
8

log(1
8
)
)
− 8

(
1
16

log( 1
16

)
)

log(24)

]
≈ 0.823.

That is the anonymity enjoyed by its input messages after the attack represented by P .
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

4.1 Work Conclusion

We systematically modeled and developed three metrics for different anonymity sys-

tems/attacks scenarios.

For the work of developing system-wide metric for probabilistic attacks in [14], we de-

fine the notation of the thread and the diagonal, measure their weights and find the relations

between their weights and matrix permanent, and use the diagonal weights distribution as

key measurement for system-wide anonymity. We accompany the metric with three related

theorems to make it mathematically strong.

For the work of proposing metric for cache enhanced anonymity systems against infea-

sibility attacks with message multiplicities in [23], we apply the notation of the left-projection

from [15] to correctly count perfect matchings in cache enhanced anonymity system. All per-

fect matchings are categorized by partitions induced by sender and receiver multiplicities,

and we write an algorithm to calculate the weight and thus probability for each partition.

We map each partition as a possible scenario that would be picked by attackers, and thus

measure the system-wide anonymity. Moreover, we apply the notation of edge correctness

and propose an error function as the weight applied to partition probability to make the

measurement more accurate.

For the work of proposing metric for cache enhanced anonymity system against prob-

abilistic attacks in [31], we reuse the diagonal notation developed in [14] to map communi-

cation patterns in cache enhanced anonymity systems. We assign each diagonal a correct

normalized weight, in order to form the weight distribution profile to be measured in the

metric. Meanwhile, we determine to assign full anonymity to the cached messages, thus

forming the final metric as the arithmetic average of both outputted messages and cached

ones.
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4.2 Summarized Answers to Questions in Section 1.1

• Is the class of probabilistic attack a generalization of the class of infeasibility attack?

Yes. In [14] we find the canonical matrix CA, as the evidence to claim that the class of

probabilistic attacks is a generalization of the class of infeasibility attacks. The matrix

CA can be viewed as an embedding point that embeds an infeasibility attack into the

probabilistic attack.

• What are the effects of emerging features (such as data caching and message multi-

plicities) on measuring anonymity?

We considered both data caching feature and message multiplicity feature in our met-

rics. Moreover, we explore their combined effects. A comparison between the metric

in Equation 2.1 and the metric in Equation 3.2 can be made to demonstrate how

significant these emerging features can make impact on metrics.

• How can we embed quality considerations, such as the correctness of edges, into our

quantitative metrics?

We proposed Equation 3.2 for measuring the cache enhanced anonymity systems under

infeasibility attacks. Moreover, Equation 3.3 is formed by putting quality factor into

consideration. Thus the latter is considered to be more precious than the previous one.

However, the quality factor may be constraint to the anonymity system itself and may

not be available to others.

4.3 Applications and Challenges

A direct application of our metrics is to measure the degree of anonymity remaining

on the system after attack happened. Even without any attack, deployed anonymity systems

such as Tor [2] can utilize the metric to build optimum communication paths against timing

analysis attacks. Defending timing analysis attacks and building optimum communication
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path have been long-term goals for anonymous systems, such as the work by Levine et al. in

[36], Johnson et al. in [37] and Jansen et al. in [38].

Since anonymous networks shares a similar foundation to some related domains, met-

rics for anonymous communication systems may also be applied to some domains, such as

data privacy [39] [40] [41] and location privacy [42] [43] [44].

On the challenge side, metrics proposed in this work require some expensive calcu-

lations. The Equation 3.1 requires calculation of the matrix permanent, where Valiant in

[45] shows that computing permanents is #P-complete. Existing heuristic algorithms such

as [46] and [47] can somehow compensate this challenge, while their time complexities are

still high (O(n22).)

Another challenge to our metrics comes from potential long-term observers. Both

kinds of attacks considered in our work are performed in short-term or even snapshot fashion,

while it is intuitive that long-term observers generally hold more information than short-term.

Our metrics do not measure the aftermath if attacks are performed in long-term, and it could

be future work to develop metrics that handle long-term attacks.

4.4 Future Directions

Since calculating components like matrix permanent in our metrics are computa-

tionally expensive, we would like to see how efficient heuristic alternatives will improve the

calculation performance in our metrics. We leave this as one future work direction.

We have embedded a quality factor consideration into the metric proposed in Section

3.2. Quality factors show how close each considered perfect matching is to the real commu-

nication pattern, and they should help to arrive at more accurate metrics. Another example

of applying quality factors into metric can be found in [39], and we leave applying quality

factors to all metrics as future work.

Recently, there is a rising trend of applying machine learning algorithms to study

the privacy leakage of anonymity systems, such as the work by Wang and Goldberg in [48],

[49] and Cai et al. in [50]. Machine learning algorithms provide an approximate solution
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for some abstract questions, and it would be interesting to see how our metrics work with

these algorithms in the future. These algorithms could provide alternative approach to

the computationally expensive calculations in our metrics, thus making our metrics more

applicable to anonymous communication systems.
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